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QUESTION 1
An engineer must architect an AMP private cloud deployment. What is the benefit of running in air-gaped mode?
A. Internet connection is not required for disposition.
B. Database sync time is reduced.
C. Disposition queries are done on AMP appliances.
D. A dedicated server is needed to run amp-sync.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 2
Which Cisco Web Security Appliance design requires minimal change to endpoint devices?
A. Transparent Mode
B. Explicit Forward Mode
C. Promiscuous Mode
D. Inline Mode
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 3
Which are two requirements for configuration a routed interface in a firepower SD840 sensor?
A. Virtual router
B. An interface
C. IP address
D. 10 G
E. 1 G
Correct Answer: BC

QUESTION 4
An engineer is using the policy trace tool to troubleshoot a WSA. Which behavior is seen?

A. A real client request and details of how it will be processes by the web proxy are developed.
B. SOCKS polices are evaluated by the tool.
C. External DLP polices are evaluated by the tool.
D. The web proxy does not record the policy trace test requests in the access log when the tool is in use.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 5
Which statement about Cisco ASA multicast routing support is true?
A. The Cisco ASA appliance supports PIM dense mode, sparse mode, and BIDIR-PIM.
B. The Cisco ASA appliance supports only stub multicast routing by forwarding IGMP messages from multicast
receivers to the upstream multicast router.
C. The Cisco ASA appliance supports DVMRP and PIM.
D. The Cisco ASA appliance supports either stub multicast routing or PIM, but both cannot be enabled at the same
time.
E. The Cisco ASA appliance supports only IGMP v1.
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 6
Which two routing options are valid with Cisco firepower threat Defense version 6.0?(choose two)
A. ECMP with up to three equal cost paths across multiple interfaces
B. BGPv6
C. BGPv4 with nonstop forwarding
D. BGPv4 unicast address family
E. ECMP with up to four equal cost paths
Correct Answer: AB

QUESTION 7
Which two statements about Cisco AMP for Web Security are true? (Choose two)

A. It can perform file analysis by sandboxing suspected malware.
B. It can detect and block malware before it passes through the web gateway.
Correct Answer: AB

QUESTION 8
Which option is omitted from a query on a ESA virtual appliance?
A. raidrable
B. FailoverHealthy
C. keyExpiration
D. CPUUtilizationExceeded
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 9
An engineer must deploy email security to a large enterprise with multiple offices. Each office cannot support its own
ESA appliance. What technology best supports email security across the organization?
A. Cloud Email Security
B. Hybrid Email Security
C. Virtual Email Security Appliance
D. Physical Email Security Appliance
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 10
Which three features does Cisco CX provide? (Choose three.)
A. HTTPS traffic decryption and inspection
B. Application Visibility and Control
C. Category or reputation-based URL filtering
D. Email virus scanning

E. Application optimization and acceleration
F. VPN authentication
Correct Answer: ABC

QUESTION 11
The Web Cache Communication Protocol (WCCP) is a content-routing protocol that can facilitate the redirection of
traffic flows in real time. Your organization has deployed WCCP to redirect web traffic that traverses their Cisco
Adaptive Security Appliances (ASAs) to their Cisco Web Security Appliances (WSAs).
The simulator will provide access to the graphical user interfaces of one Cisco ASA and one Cisco WSA that are
participating in a WCCP service. Not all aspects of the GUIs are implemented in the simulator. The options that have
been implemented are sufficient to determine the best answer to each of the questions that are presented.
Your task is to examine the details available in the simulated graphical user interfaces and select the best answer.

What traffic is not redirected by WCCP?
A. Traffic destined to public address space
B. Traffic sent from public address space

C. Traffic destined to private address space
D. Traffic sent from private address space
Correct Answer: B
From the screen shot below we see the WCCP-Redirection ACL is applied, so all traffic from the Private IP space to any
destination will be redirected.

QUESTION 12
Which type of interface do you configure to receive traffic from a switch or tap, promiscuously, on a cisco firePOWER
device?
A. inline set
B. transparent
C. Routed
D. Passive
Correct Answer: D
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